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Abstract
This presentation gives a description of the muscle and sarcomere followed by the main
content summarized.
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Introduction
Here I contrast the skeletal and cardiac muscle in terms
of the control muscle growth and of sarcomere component
synthesis. The differences are major and re lect the long term
needs of the two systems. With the skeletal system there is
growth of both the number of myocytes and the sarcomere
components within them dependent on demand made of
the muscle. Unlike skeletal muscles the normal adult heart
is greatly restricted in size, number of myocytes and their
content of contractile proteins, i.e. there is little change on
demand. Over time proteins get damaged or decay and for the
normal heart this implies a strictly controlled maintenance
synthesis of sarcomere components. From the studies of
abnormal, mutated systems there is one thing inherent to and
more pronounced in cardiac muscle, the FrankStarling Law
of the Heart derived from the angiotensin ii type 1 receptor
that my studies indicate is central to the control of sarcomere
component synthesis.
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ilament (optically darker A band) and the thin ilament
(optically lighter I band) as shown in igure 1. Cross bridges
form between the two bands and consume ATP as they slide
together forcibly shortening the sarcomere.
The thin ilament is of actin polymer and has bound to it
various components, the key Ca2+ switch protein troponin-C
(TnC), the control protein troponin-I (TnI) the protein that
blocks cross-bridge forming to the action until displaced by
TnI after TnC-Ca2+ binding.
There is also troponin-T (TnT) involved in tension transfer
along the thin ilament.
The thick ilament comprises myosin polymer which has

The muscle and sarcomere construction
The muscle is made up of long cells called myocytes
arranged side by side to give force in one direction with
their length. They contain the contractile apparatus which is
referred to as the sarcomere. Activation is via depolarization
allowing Ca2+ to rise in the cytosol, in skeletal this is driven by
nervous control and can be sustained, in heart muscle it is a
cyclical event giving the recognized heart or pulse rate.
The contractile apparatus, the sarcomere, comprises
two overlapping ilaments in the relaxed state. the thick
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Figure 1
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protruding towards the thin ilament the myosin light chain
(MLC) which when activated links to the actin ilament using
ATP, the cross-bridge. The MLC binds the metal complex of
the ATP. Among other things bound to the thick ilament is
what I describe as the critical control protein myosin binding
protein-C (MyBP-C) whose biochemical function is to block
MLC bound MgATP from being used as substrate for crossbridge formation until the Mg2+ is replaced by Ca2+ on the
MLC. Along with the ilaments is the giant protein titin which
incorporates the growth control elements, reporting by the
tension detected by it.
Summary of content
The growth or absence of it in the two main muscle types
is described followed by concentration on the cardiac muscle
with particular consideration of the two main abnormalities,
myopathies, found. The growth mis-control found within
these abnormalities and with certain drug administrations
is very informative on mechanisms if they are considered
carefully. One drug, losartan and its copies, is of particular
interest because incorrectly used can do damage. It blocks
the angiotensin ii type 1 receptor which controls the
Frank-Starling law and the background regeneration of the
sarcomere. In doing so in non-hypertrophic cases it leads to
a loss of sarcomere components and dilated myopathy, heartfailure. I then quote myself as a case of the misuse of this drug.

The presentation
Skeletal muscle
For skeletal muscle the system is simple. When there is
more neuromuscular stimulation then the muscle will grow
in size and strength and for this there is obvious production
of new myocytes and the required sarcomere components.
If there is loss of neuromuscular stimulation the muscle
wastes away as there is reduced production of the sarcomere
components [1]. Considerable is known about the speci ics
of how the tension within the muscle ilaments is involved in
the control of this process. The tension gets transferred to the
giant molecule titin which has a lexible portion which when
stretched releases growth factors [2].
Cardiac muscle
This is where the difference in muscle type is most apparent.
In the normal adult heart there is no change in size or number
of muscle cells, myocytes [3]. The heart stays constant in this
regard, however over a lifetime there will be degeneration of
the components of the sarcomere by shear wear and tear. In
order to maintain this constancy within the normal heart there
has to be a central control of the production of the sarcomere
components.
In the abnormal heart, i.e. those affected by either
catastrophic events, e.g. infarct, or abnormality from birth,
i.e. genetic errors, the control system under discussion can
break down. There can be excessive production of sarcomere
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.jccm.1001111

components and incorporation of them in the existing
myocytes, leading to hypertrophic myopathy, excessive
ilaments in the myocyte [4]. The converse situation is another
common result of mutations, i.e. failure to produce enough
sarcomere components leading to loss of muscle strength,
dilated cardiomyopathy [4-6]. These events are observed as
only partial as extremes result in death. A direct comparison
of skeletal and cardiac muscle particularly from the kinetic
approach is given by me [7].
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
The mechanisms behind the former of these conditions,
hypertrophy, I have dealt with in great detail [4-6]. This
has required the overturning of a long held belief that the
substrate of the normal cross-bridge ATPase is MgATP and
showing that it is actually CaATP [4-6]. Crossing this bridge
also generated the irst biochemical function of myosin
binding proteinC (MyBP-C) which is not simply structural
but blocks the use of MgATP as substrate requiring that
the Mg2+ is swapped for Ca2+ for activity. This is the second,
cooperative Ca2+ that is well known in the cardiac kinetics,
there is only one Ca2+ binding site measurable with 45Ca. The
biochemical function of MyBP-C ensures that MgATP bound
to the myosin light chain in diastole is the truly relaxed state
[4,5]. When this goes wrong and MgATP is used, the Ca2+
cooperativity of the ATPase is lost, lowered Hill coef icient for
Ca2+ activation, and the stimulation of contraction occurs at
lower [Ca2+], approaching the Km of troponin-C for Ca2+, and
relaxation in diastole is incomplete. This ‘going wrong’ gives
chronic stress within the ilaments and stretch of the elastic
part of titin resulting in an increase of sarcomere component
production, the result is hypertrophy. As expected this is most
marked for mutations in MyBP-C and the other components it
binds to. However the system is so integrated that mutations
in almost all components can produce the reduction in Ca2+
cooperativity, Hill coef icient, leading to hypertrophy [6].
There are also a few cases of hypertrophy not showing loss
of Ca2+ cooperativity which are presumed to be mutations in
ilament proteins leading to increased transmission of tension
[6]. There are many publications showing that the use of
angiotensin ii type 1 inhibitors are greatly bene icial in cases
of ventricular hypertrophy in that they inhibit the progression
of the hypertrophy, i.e. they inhibit the over-production of
sarcomere components [8]. This I will return to later.
Dilated cardiomyopathy
Here the control of production of replacement sarcomere
components breaks down and less than that needed for
maintenance are produced. The resulting ventricle without
proper full contraction apparatus becomes loppy and
generally enlarged, dilated. There are many mutations of
sarcomere constituents giving rise to dilated cardiomyopathy
and as shown in virtually all cases there is no loss or increase
in the Ca2+ cooperativity observed [6]. In many instances of
familial dilated myopathy, there is also the noted absence of
https://www.heighpubs.org/jccm
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the effect of diastolic stretch on the strength of contraction
[9], Frank-Starling Law of the heart [10]. As with hypertrophy
there will be instances where there are changes in the
ef iciency of transmission of tension within the ibres, here
leading to less effect on the elastic portion of titin resulting in
reduced production of sarcomere components.

I believe that I am one directly affected by this till now
not fully understood science of the heart. After aortic valve
malfunction causing infarct I had a metal aortic valve itted
and more than ten years of successful old styled treatment for
mild hypertension along with of course warfarin. A couple of
years back with a rash complication I was switched to losartan.

There is nothing that tells us the seat of generation of the
signal for maintenance of component production. This must
be within the cardiac muscle speci ics and likely to have
relationship to retention of the size of the myocyte, only when
things go wrong in hypertrophic or dilated cardiomyopathy
does one get too much or too little sarcomere in the myocyte.
There is one outstanding candidate for control of this and that
is the Angiotensin II type 1 receptor and its relationship to
the Frank-Starling Law of the heart [9,11,12]. The increased
systolic tension within the sarcomere that occurs when the
myocyte is lengthened in diastole is a major candidate for
control of component production. As I have restated from
Abraham [9,11,12] losartan blocks the Frank-Starling Law
which arises from activation of the angiotensin ii type 1
receptor by increase in length of the myocyte in the absence of
ligand [12]. The control of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK)
and Protein Kinase C-βII by the kinase inhibitor β-Arrestin
and the kinase target proteins, the MLC and troponin-I at
threonine 144 are in need of more in depth analysis.

I now have serious dilation of the heart, listed as heart
failure, extreme hypotension resting BP 100-105/50-60 with
heart rate 75-85, treated with bisoprolol. Added to this is the
complication of the implant of a pacemaker for a break in
conductance. This last issue might indicate that ion channels
are also under the same control as the sarcomere components
as one would expect [15] and mine are now probably much
lower in number. I have now stopped the beta-blocker
bisoprolol, and after an initial heart rate rise to ca 100 bpm
(fast from limited depolarization) and is now reducing around
85-90 bpm (greater degree of depolarisation) and a much
more stable and sensible BP of around or a bit below 120/65.

Angiotensin block on normal or dilated hearts
However much I search I ind no de initive study of the
effect of long-term suppression of the angiotensin ii type
1 receptor on the non-hypertrophic heart, these probably
used but failed treatments are lost in the positive reporting
of curing of hypertrophy, most referred for hypertension
will be at minimum bordering on hypertrophy. In the light
of the often and much heralded bene its angiotensin ii block,
particularly with losartan, on ventricular hypertrophy by
blocking sarcomere component production, I am extremely
surprised not to be able to ind reports of it causing dilated
myopathy in the normal heart. These two observations are
not compatible. There are confusing reports that the vastly
different angiotensin ii block and ACE inhibitors do like
things but never clear what and they are generally grouped
together, this sort of mix up is unwelcome e.g. [13]. There
is a long overdue echocardiogram study required into the
relationship of speci ic hypertension drug type usage and
ventricular dilation in non-hypertrophic patients. The truth is
however revealed in statements released by pharmaceutical
companies and I quote “In patients with heart failure, with or
without renal impairment, there is - as with other medicinal
products acting on the renin-angiotensin system - a risk of
severe arterial hypotension.” and “There is evidence that the
concomitant use of ACE-inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor
blockers or aliskiren increases the risk of hypotension, Heart
failure” [14]. My own interpretation of these statements is for
hypotension and heart failure read dilated cardiomyopathy.
https://doi.org/10.29328/journal.jccm.1001111

Notes added in proof
These display the importance of the angiotensin ii type
1 receptor, the MLCK and the Frank -Starling Law in the
generation and maintenance of sarcomere.
The earliest of these is by Takashima, et al. [16] who
have shown clearly in cultured cardiomyocytes, knockdown
of cardiac-MLCK decreased MLC2v phosphorylation and
impaired epinephrine-induced activation of sarcomere
reassembly. Knockdown of z–cardiacMLCK expression in
zebra ish resulted in dilated cardiac ventricles and immature
sarcomere structures.
These studies were followed much later in 2016 by
Irving, et al. [17] who used phosphorylation of the myosin
regulatory light chain (cRLC) by the cMLCK to show that
cRLC phosphorylation enhanced active force and its calcium
sensitivity and altered thick ilament structure as reported by
bifunctional rhodamine probes on the cRLC: the myosin head
domains became more perpendicular to the ilament axis.
The effects of cRLC were mimicked by increasing sarcomere
length i.e The Frank-Starling Law.
Kasahara, et al. [18] using knockdown of cMLCK in
cardiomyocytes that resulted in reduced cardiac contractility
and sarcomere disorganization, hypothesized that acute
reduction of cMLCK may be causative for reduced contractility
and cardiomyocyte remodelling during the transition from
compensated to decompensated cardiac hypertrophy.

Conclusion
It is very clear that in the normal heart the initiation
the synthesis of the sarcomere components required for
maintenance resides in the angiotensin ii type 1 receptor and
probably in particular the increase in contraction on diastolic
https://www.heighpubs.org/jccm
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myocyte lengthening, the Frank-Starling Law. The mechanism
for limiting the production of components is still not obvious
but may also lie within the same restriction of more synthesis
being limited to ligand free activation of the angiotensin
receptor. Turnover as a result of this restriction may be just
suf icient for renewal. On the overall perspective presented
here there has to be a block on sarcomere component
production from increased kinase A or C activation. The
myosin light chain kinase, essential for length activation, is
not activated but controlled by the kinase inhibitor β-Arrestin.
The β-Arrestin is relocated by action of the angiotensin ii type
1 receptor.
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